'MISSING RECORDS IN HAWAII, MISSING RECORDS IN KENYA, MISSING RECORDS IN INDONESIA'...

BOOK TO REVEAL OBAMA'S TRUE IDENTITY?

-Trump, HI Gov. spar over birth certificate
-Brits join ground fight in Libya...

STOCKS SOAR ON EARNINGS, DATA...
issue...

US hurries to sell GM stake...

More than $11B loss for taxpayers...

Debt Hits New High: $14.3 Trillion...

Obama officials tried to keep S&P rating at 'stable'...

China warns US to protect creditors...

No relief for soaring Greek borrowing costs...

Chicago Dealing With Coldest Spring Temps Since 1940s...

Roommate hit with bias charge in Rutgers suicide...

Texas 'burning from border to border'...

Obama skips tornado destruction, heads west to raise money...

Biden skips, too; spends day at home in Delaware...

MCRECOVERY: Fast food chain overwhelmed by job seekers...

2 arrested, 3 struck by car at hiring event...

State buys 'super-hero capes' for unemployed...

Minn. to test driver's 'mileage tax'...

BLAGO: Feds leaked Jesse Jackson Jr.'s affair after he said 'bring it on'...
GAG HIM: Feds move to shut Blago up...

NASA losing large amounts of high-tech equipment; vanished...

Dispatcher Helps 13-Year-Old Boy Deliver Baby Sister...

Elderly Texas couple killed by huge swarm of bees...

Senators’ Chinese junket is shrouded in secrecy...

TWITTER BREAKING NEWS FEED...

WABC RADIO...

KFI...

WTOP...

ABCNEWS NOTE
MIKE ALLEN PLAYBOOK
MSNBC FIRST READ
WASH POST RUNDOWN...
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Worldwide...

Mom charged with dealing fake Viagra...

Internet 'Right to be Forgotten' debate hits Spain...

GET LATEST DRUDGEREPORT ON-THE-RUN: IPHONE, IPAD APP...

TWITTER: @DRUDGE

REFRESH DRUDGE REPORT FOR LATEST...